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Give three
sports a tri

A new entry-level triathlon will
launch in Dunoon, on the Cowal
Peninsula, this summer.
The Dunoon Triathlon, on May
20, is aimed at first-timers as
well as people who want to
enjoy a short, fun event.
Dunoon Presents has joined
forced with No Fuss Events to
stage the race, which comprises
a 400m pool swim, 22km road
cycle and 6km run or walk.
Participants can enter as
individuals or teams of three.
The first transition will not be
timed so participants can enjoy
a less competitive swap.
A spokesperson for the event
said: “The Dunoon Triathlon is
designed to encourage a ‘have a
go’ philosophy and we hope
participation will be made up of
all ages and fitness levels.”
■ Entry is £25 for solo athletes
and £21 per person in a team.
See www.nofussevents.co.uk

Coast along
to top 100

gear of
the week

Inov-8 Roclites
Running shoe brand Inov-8
have launched a new collection
of off-road trainers. The Roclite
range includes three shoes, the
290, 305, 305GTX, and two Roclite
boots, the 325 and 325GTX.
The number refers to weight,
so each Roclite 290 shoe weighs
290g. GTX stands for Gore-Tex
waterproofing. The new shoes,
ideal for running on a variety of
terrain, claim to deliver “10 per
cent better shock absorption
and 15 per cent better energy
return than standard midsoles”.
The shoes are available in
male and female fit, from £105.
n See www.inov-8.com

Norrona Falketind
Alpha 60 jacket
A new insulated jacket offers
a high level of warmth and
breathability in a lightweight
design. At just 220g, the
Falketind Alpha 60 utilises
the effective Polartec
Alpha insulation.
Polartec Power Stretch
in the side panels aids
freedom of movement.
The design is athletic
and the fit is bodyhugging. Other
features include a
weather protective
collar, hand-warming
pockets and one-hand
elastic adjustment in the
hem. The jacket, priced
around £159, compresses
into a packable pocket.
n See www.norrona.com
for stockists.

The Tour
de Coast
FIONA
RUSSELL
Two friends are
gearing up to mark
their favourite
places around
the 5000-mile
British coastline,
including 42 in
Scotland so that
other travellers
can enjoy the
beauty spots

Dozens of Scottish
coastal hotspots will
be highlighted in a
new outdoors project.

The Tour de Coast will see
posts installed at 100 beautiful
locations to visit around the
British coastline, including
42 in Scotland.
The plan is for 29 of the posts
– called Daymarks – to be sited
on the Scottish mainland and
13 more on the islands.
There will be 47 Daymarks to
visit in England and another 11
in Wales.
The idea for the Tour de Coast
came about after two friends
cycled the coast of Britain in
different directions.
In 1997, Marcial Boo set off in a
clockwise direction from his
home in Kent. He cycled the
5000-mile coast in sections until
he finally completed it in 2016.
In 2011, Gary Edwards decided
to do the same trip but anticlockwise.
Gary and Marcial crossed
paths in 2013 when they rode
through Berwick-upon-Tweed.
Friends of the pair started to
ask them about the highlights of
the coast and where to visit and
the Tour de Coast was born, with
the aim of creating a network of
100 of their favourite locations.
Together with another friend,
Alex Oliver, Marcial and Gary
formed the Tour de Coast
charity last year to raise funds
locally to build and install the
network of Daymarks.
Marcial, of Whitstable, Kent,
said: “We want to encourage

on their marks  Daymark

more people to visit different
places on Britain’s coast and to
discover for themselves these
fantastic places.
“The 100 posts highlight a
location of particular beauty,
history, grandeur or calm. We
hope they will be visited by
walkers, runners, cyclists and
anyone who enjoys a beautiful
view or moment of peace.
“Perhaps people will even
‘collect’ the markers, ticking
off the numbers from one to
100 across Britain.”
They were also inspired by
history during the project.
Marcial said: “Daymarks were
used in the 1700s as navigational
aids. We have modelled the design
for our 21 century markers on
the original Daymarks.”
A prototype of the Daymarks
has been created by blacksmith
Andy Quirk, of Utopia Forge in
Surrey. Each post, which will
be around two metres tall, will
have a plaque with a number and
information about the landmark.

Now the project is embarking
on the next stage to have the
100 Daymarks rolled out along
the coast.
Marcial said: “We are
contacting local councils and
organisations to ask if they are
agreeable to the posts being
installed. We have had positive
feedback from many already.
“We are asking for a financial
contribution to the build,
transportation and installation
of the posts – from £5000 to
£7000 each – and
also offering advice about
how people can fundraise if
they want to.”
Among the 42 in Scotland,
four Daymarks will be placed
on the Outer Hebridean islands.
Number 58 will be located at
Tangasdale on Barra, number 59
at Lochmaddy, North Uist, 60 at
Scalpay on Harris and 61 at Ness
on the Isle of Lewis.
The North Coast 500 route
will feature 12 Daymarks and
Dumfries & Galloway are keen
to install their five identified
posts.
Marcial said: “We would love
to hear from other areas where
we would like to install posts
– people can check the map on
the website – and to work with
them to get the Daymarks in
place. It would be amazing to
see all 100 Daymarks installed
as soon as possible and to
witness people enthusiastically
collecting them.
“We are delighted by the
response so far and we
look forward to the first
installation, number 88, at the
Middlesbrough Transporter
Bridge in Yorkshire in July.”
n To find out more see www.
tourdecoast.org.uk

Join me on my adventures in Scotland’s great outdoors by checking out my
award-winning website at www.fionaoutdoors.co.uk. You’ll find lots of great
information about walking, cycling, running and other outdoor activities, as
well as kit reviews.

Advice
and
ideas

